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Preface

With the rapid development and worldwide deployment of broadband wireless commu-

nication and digital broadcasting infrastructures, the use of digital processing technology

in the front-end and radio frequency unit is growing explosively. Digital processing

technology for front-end in transmitters and receivers of wireless communication and

digital broadcasting covers a broad range of topics including digital predistortion (DPD),

digital up-conversion (DUC), digital down-conversion (DDC), DC-offset calibration,

peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR) or crest factor reduction (CFR), pulse-shaping,

delay/gain/imbalance compensation, noise-shaping, numerically controlled oscillator

(NCO), and conversion between the analog and digital domains. These digital processing

technologies offer a number of advantages in power efficiency, cost reduction, time-to-

market, and flexibility for software defined radio (SDR) so as to support multiple stand-

ards and multimode applications. Unlike baseband processing, front-end is tightly

connected to the radio frequency layer, therefore it imposes great limitations and

difficulties on digital processing speed, memory, computational capability, power, size,

data interfaces, and bandwidths. This suggests that digital processing and circuit imple-

mentation of front-end are very challenging tasks and require the huge efforts of the

related industry, research, and regulatory authorities.

From an application and implementation design point of view, this book aims to be

the first single volume to provide a comprehensive and highly coherent treatment on

digital front-end and its system integration for multiple standards, multi-carrier and

multimode in both broadband communications and digital broadcasting by covering

basic principles, signal processing algorithms, silicon-convergence, design trade-off,

and well-considered implementation examples.

This book is organized into twenty-five chapters in five parts.

Part I Introduction to digital front-end

The first part consists of five chapters aiming to present overviews of all the processing

components of the digital front-end in both transmitters and receivers of broadband

wireless communications and digital broadcasting with emphasis on orthogonal

frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) based systems. General principles and basics

of digital wireless communications and digital broadcasting are also provided in the
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first two chapters. Chapter 1 first reviews the wireless evolution by looking at two major

applications: cellular networks and TV broadcast networks. Then the discussion of

Chapter 1 focuses on some key techniques including multiple-input multiple-output

(MIMO) technique, OFDM, and cognitive radio. The purpose of Chapter 2 is mainly

to provide an overview of the basic principles and protocols of digital transmission in

wireless networks. The emphasis of this chapter is on transmission over MIMO networks

with space-time and space-frequency transmission techniques being presented in align-

ment with the WCDMA/OFDMA physical layer protocols.

Chapter 3 is devoted to the front-end and system overview of broadband wireless

communications. Firstly digital front-end and its key processing units are reviewed. Then

this chapter presents new objectives and technologies for transmission and reception of

modern wireless communication systems with emphasis on the front-end part. In partic-

ular, this chapter introduces some recent mobile communications standards, suitable for

SDR developments because of their novelty and capability of reconfiguration including

the standards in development under the umbrella of the IMT-Advanced Program. Also,

this chapter addresses some new standards on the basis of cognitive radio strategies.

More importantly, this chapter focuses on various aspects of how to design and imple-

ment digital front-end, covering transceivers and related power amplifiers, chip circuits,

and their hardware processing platforms.

Chapter 4 presents a system overview and front-end technologies in digital broad-

casting. Concepts such as multicast, return channel, video quality, and transcoding are

presented in the context of broadcast mobile multimedia services, covering common

modulation technologies, different alternatives for audio and video coding, most relevant

standards, and proprietary systems for digital multimedia broadcasting. However, the

emphasis of this chapter is on key technologies such as analog-to-digital conversion

(ADC), digital-to-analog conversion (DAC), DDC, DUC, and power amplifier lineariza-

tion for digital front-end processing in broadcast transmission and reception.

Digital front-end processing has begun to play an increasingly important role in wireless

communication and broadcasting systems to support multiple standards and multimode

compatibility, which is the focus of Chapter 5. In this chapter, an overview of the key

structures of digital front-end for multiple bands and multiple modes is first presented.

Then, this chapter outlines some important aspects regarding the analog-to-digital con-

version for multimode and multiband applications as well as the preselect filters and low-

noise amplifier (LNA) interface in multimode-multiband transmitters. Power amplifier

architectures in multiple standards are also addressed at the end of this chapter.

Part II DPD and CFR

Six chapters in Part II mainly deal with principles, theory, algorithms, circuit designs, and

hardware implementations on various computing platforms for digital predistortion and

crest factor reduction so as to compensate for power amplifier nonlinearities and to

reduce peak-to-average power ratio. With a tutorial style, Chapter 6 presents general

principles and design overview of digital predistortion techniques. Chapter 6 first reviews

xviii Preface
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various nonlinear behaviors and their modeling of a power amplifier (PA) as well as the

impact of the nonlinearity on the output spectrum and entire performance of a PA taking

memory effects into account. Moreover, this chapter is devoted to providing the details

of the basic algorithms, learning-rules, and model selections in designing and imple-

menting a DPD scheme, and also provides comprehensive discussions on some advanced

topics in digital predistortion technology.

Modeling of power amplifiers with nonlinearity and/or memory effects is the starting

point to develop effective and practical digital predistortion algorithms and hardware

implementations, which is the focus of Chapter 7. In this chapter, a comprehensive

overview of the most widely used PA behavioral models is first presented on the basis

of neural network modeling and Volterra series based modeling methods also taking

dynamics of PA into account. Chapter 7 then provides various adaptive algorithms to

estimate the parameters (coefficients) of these models so as to make a better compromise

among performance, complexity, and accuracy when using these models to obtain the

desired DPD schemes.

Chapter 8 mainly deals with look-up table (LUT) based digital predistortion schemes

and implementations. The LUT-based DPD has been considered as the most efficient

scheme because of its simplicity in computations and circuit implementations. This

chapter covers the principles of LUT-based DPD schemes, the LUT organizations (the

1-D or 2-D table architecture), the optimum size of the LUT (trade-off between the data

memory size and accuracy), and the indexing and spacing between entries within the

LUT. As design references, some implementation examples using an FPGA platform for

the LUT-based DPD schemes are also presented in this chapter.

Digital predistortion and its combination with crest factor reduction are addressed

in Chapter 9. This chapter first discusses various issues in designing and implementing

a practical DPD scheme includingmodel extraction structures, the bandwidth and sampling

rate requirements, and system characterization procedures. Then, the chapter introduces

some of the widely used crest factor reduction techniques which are proposed to achieve

higher power efficiency by reducing the peaks of the transmit signal to a satisfactory level

before digital predistortion and allowing a PA to be operated at higher average power.

Chapter 10 is devoted to one of the most important aspects in compensating for the

nonlinearity and memory effect of a PA: that is, design and implementation of adaptive

digital baseband predistortion. Through implementation examples and their perform-

ance, this chapter covers learning architectures for adaptively modeling nonlinear power

amplifiers, adaptive estimation algorithms of DPD coefficients, adaptive DPD architec-

ture designs (filter selection, delay compensation, and signal scaling), and fixed-point

implementation issues which take DSP, ASIC, FPGA, or other system-on-chip as

computing platforms.

In Chapter 11, crest factor reduction techniques are extensively discussed from design to

implementation so as to attack the high PAPR problem encountered in multiband-multi-

carrier communication and broadcasting systems. This chapter lists various crest factor

reduction techniques and makes detailed comparisons in terms of throughput, error vector

magnitude (EVM), bit error ratio (BER), and system complexity in order to help readers

make the best compromise in designing and implementing a practical CFR scheme.

Preface xix
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Part III DUC, DDC, ADC, DAC, and NCO

Organized into four chapters, Part III is devoted to technology and practice of digital up-

conversion, digital down-conversion, analog-to-digital conversion, digital-to-analog

conversion, and numerically controlled oscillator including re-sampling theory, filtering

algorithms, aliasing cancellation, combination, mixing, quantization noise, bit-width

effect analyses, circuit designs, and hardware implementations. These are the key

processing parts that connect radio frequency signals to baseband signals in all broad-

band wireless communication and digital broadcasting systems.

Chapter 12 deals with up-conversion of the discrete baseband signal stream into a

high-resolution radio signal at the transmitter, and down-conversion of a high-resolution

radio signal back into a baseband signal at the receiver by covering the basic principles

and functionality of DUC and DDC in relation to conversion between intermediate

frequency and baseband with the emphasis on the implementation of the DDC and

DUC for standard wireless communication systems. Furthermore, this chapter discusses

the multi-rate, multi-stage and filter-banks design, I/Q (In-phase/Quadrature) modulation

and demodulation, and NCO design in DDC and DUC.

Chapter 13 discusses A/D and D/A data conversion used in the transceivers of wireless

communication systems. For ADC, this chapter covers the fundamental specifications

like sensitivity, selectivity, dynamic range (DR), equivalent number of bits (ENOB)

and linearity constraints. For DAC, this chapter focuses on the fundamental transmitter

specifications which include the EVM and the adjacent-channel-power-rejection (ACPR).

To show how to meet the above specifications for practical transceivers in RF application

systems, this chapter provides design and implementation examples of the state-of-the-art

DAC and ADC using CMOS processes.

Design and implementation of advanced quadrature sigma-delta modulator for A/D

interface are addressed in Chapter 14. This chapter first outlines the basics of sigma-delta

modulation and then extends the discussions to some further modulator concepts (num-

ber of bit, stage and band, and related noise shaping). Next, the selected advanced

quadrature structures with multi-stage and multiband are provided. In presenting the

illustrating examples and their experimental results, this chapter further deals with

implementation and design issues related to nonideal factors such as nonlinearity, jitter,

and I/Q imbalance.

Chapter 15 deals with ADC nonlinearities and their digital suppression for radio

transceivers. Some significant sources of ADC nonlinearities are first analyzed including

gain error, offset error, clipping, differential nonlinearity (DNL), and integral nonlinear-

ity (INL). This chapter then discusses the impact of these nonlinearities on ADC

performance and presents several digital processing based methods to suppress them.

These digital suppression methods mainly employ look-up table, dithering and model

inversion. Moreover, some effective adaptive interference cancellation and interpolation

techniques are provided in this chapter giving related performance testing examples.
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Part IV Digital calibration, imbalance compensation, and error corrections

In addition to the nonlinearities and nonideal factors discussed in Part II and Part III, a

number of other nonideal factors exist in transceivers of wireless communications and

digital broadcasting from RF to baseband which include channel imbalance (gain, offset,

and delay), I/Q mismatch, and synchronization error (RF, sampling rate, FFT window

position, and symbol timing). More importantly, these nonideal factors impact on one

another. Hence, more comprehensive digital processing techniques on the basis of joint-

level, cross-layer, system-level, diversity (time, array, frequency), and error-tolerance

principles are highly desirable in order to simultaneously perform digital calibration,

imbalance compensation, and error correction in a practical and efficient way. This is

the topic addressed in the four chapters of Part IV.

Chapter 16 is devoted to digital compensation and calibration of the I/Q gain and

phase imbalances which are the main resource of the resulting mirror-frequency inter-

ference in direct-conversion type radio transmitters and receivers. After reviewing the

I/Q modulation and direct-conversion type radio architectures, this chapter discusses

behavioral modeling of the I/Q imbalance problem in radio transceivers, covering both

frequency-independent and frequency-dependent I/Q imbalance cases. Moreover, vari-

ous approaches for imbalance estimation and calibration are presented with design and

testing examples by covering both digital predistortion type techniques on the transmitter

side and digital post-correction methods on the receiver side. Also, complete link models

including imbalanced transmitter, multipath radio channel, and imbalanced receiver are

given in Chapter 16.

In Chapter 17, joint digital predistortion is presented to compensate for both I/Q

modulator (IQM) and power amplifier impairments with covering principles, modeling,

algorithms, designs, implementation and testing results. This chapter first illustrates

that I/Q mismatch and LO leakage interact with PA nonlinearity such that extra inter-

modulation distortion products appear at the PA output and affect the estimation and

performance of PA predistorters provided by the DPD methods listed in Part II of this

book. A new predistorter structure is then presented so as to be able to jointly mitigate

both IQM and PA impairments including frequency-dependent behavior (memory) of the

impairments.

Chapter 18 presents principles and implementation of diversity techniques and various

error compensations in OFDM-based transceivers. From a system-level point of view,

this chapter first presents the principles and designs of OFDM transceivers and then

focuses on adaptive antenna array and several diversity techniques in time-domain,

frequency-domain, spatial-domain, and the cross-layer level. Furthermore, this chapter

deals with the detection and compensation of various error sources and practical factors.

At the end, this chapter presents the hardware implementation in ASIC, DSP, and FPGA

platforms with the related chip performance.

The emphasis of Chapter 19 is on radio front-end architectures and related impairment

corrections for multiband, multi-antenna, and multimode receivers so as to better support

multiple standards and multimode applications. This chapter presents various mitigation
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methods of RF impairments such as the phase noise due to local oscillator errors,

frequency offset due to error between receiver’s and emitter’s local oscillators, and IQ

mismatches (gain and phase). Different ways of multiplexing signals and sharing resour-

ces (hardware, frequency-spectrum, and structure) in multiple band/channel/modes are

also described in this chapter.

Part V Circuits and system integration of digital front-end

The last part of this book deals with the system integration, interface, and convergence-

to-silicon of digital front-end with analog front-end, baseband processing, and related

cross-layer processing to support multiple standards and multimode applications in

broadband wireless communication and digital broadcasting. A number of implemented

systems are provided in this part to motivate readers that digital and programmable

front-end processing can provide better performance, more flexibility, and less-power

consumption than analog-based front-end processing and will replace more and more

processing parts required from RF to baseband in advanced systems such as MIMO, ultra

wideband (UWB), SDR, and cognitive radio.

Chapter 20 describes the integration and interface between the digital front-end and

analog front-end focusing on wireless terminals ASICs applications by showing how to

minimize costs and size, and also how to optimize power efficiency in designing new

devices. This chapter presents several transceiver mixed signal architectures with various

analog-to-digital interfaces that have been popularized in today’s wireless terminals’

ASICs design. Furthermore, this chapter addresses the system aspects of integration and

interfaces between digital front-end and analog front-end in detail and also discusses in

detail the future directions of these designs.

In Chapter 21, circuits and systems for digital front-end to support multiple wireless

standards are addressed with emphasis on receiver front-end. In this chapter, three major

functions of digital front-end are first outlined, namely, the sampling rate conversion,

channel selection (or filtering), and compensation of various analog/RF impairments.

Then, this chapter presents detailed circuit design considerations and system integration

specifications of digital front-end to support three major wireless standards: WCDMA,

GGE(GSM/GPRS/EDGE), and LTE.

Implementation (computing) platforms and the corresponding programming models

are playing a critical role in both digital front-end processing and baseband processing,

which is the focus of Chapter 22. This chapter first reviews various platforms and

programming models/languages and then presents an efficient programming machine

called the radio virtual machine so as to achieve the following functions for SDR

dynamic configurations in both baseband processing and digital front-end processing,

namely: a programming language that permits an easy expression of physical layers

and can be compiled into an executable form (bytecode), an abstraction based on the

component model paradigm, mechanism to handle real-time constraints with easy access

to hardware, and an arbitrary bit-width arithmetic.
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Chapter 23 presents a programmable discrete-time integrated receiver front-end which

can greatly reduce the power and other processing costs that are associated with analog-

to-digital conversion used in integrated software defined radio. This chapter first dis-

cusses sampling theory and various programmable filtering circuits (filter types and

transforms, their design and selection). Furthermore, this chapter reviews the program-

mable zero intermediate frequency and low intermediate frequency discrete-time receiver

front-ends outlining the advantages and disadvantages of these receivers. Illustration

implementation examples and testing results are also presented in this chapter.

The emphasis of Chapter 24 is on multi-port front-end and UWB transceivers for

V-band multi-Gigabit/s communication systems. This chapter shows that multi-port

circuits can successfully be used in quadrature down-converters, antenna arrays, and

direct modulation of millimeter-wave signals by presenting that the important advantage

in using multi-ports is the reduced LO power requested for down-conversion. This is

particularly true in millimeter-wave applications where the received RF signal is con-

siderably low, reducing both the cost of LO and the leakage between LO and the RF

input.

Chapter 25 presents some algorithms and techniques in designing a flexible or

cognitive radio link considering all cross-layer issues from RF, front-end, baseband,

and the media-access-control layer. This chapter first introduces four processing

steps needed in an SDR transceiver, namely, sensing, analyse, decision, and act; then it

presents various advanced algorithms and related implementation examples in perform-

ing these four processing steps. How to better use digital front-end processing remains

a hot topic in the emerging cognitive radio systems with large number of degrees of

freedom and with multimode capabilities. This chapter serves as a starting point for

future research and development in this topic.

For whom is this book written?

It is hoped that this book serves not only as a complete and invaluable reference for

professional engineers, researchers, manufacturers, network operators, software devel-

opers, content providers, service providers, broadcasters, and regulatory bodies interested

in broadband wireless communications and digital broadcasting system developments and

applications, but also as a textbook for graduate students in circuits, signal processing,

wireless communications, microwave technology, antenna and propagation, and system-

on-chip implementation.

Fa-Long Luo, Ph.D.

Silicon Valley, California, USA
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